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Ronbow® Introduces the Aqua Inspired WATERSPACE Collection
Designed by Joan Lao, Emphasizing Curves and Balance
Bath Furnishings Company Debuts Signature Series Collection
in Collaboration with Acclaimed Spanish Designer
FREMONT, CALIF. — Northern California-based luxury bathroom furnishings manufacturer
®
Ronbow introduces the WATERSPACE collection, a bathroom suite series designed by Spanish
designer Joan Lao which evokes the natural beauty of water. Comprised of vanities, sinktops,
LED mirrors/mirror cabinets and wall cabinets, WATERSPACE is part of the new Signature
Series by Ronbow, a diverse collection of extreme quality and refined luxury with globally
trendsetting bathroom products designed by the world’s premier artists, designers and design
firms. The Signature Series brings together 11 new collections from nine top European designers
under one single brand.
Based in Barcelona, Spain, Joan Lao is an international design icon recognized for his work in
product, interior and architectural design. Since opening his design studio in 1985, he has
participated in more than 3,000 interior design projects for clients who appreciate his unique
design stamp across furniture, lamps, tapestries and objects – one of balance and peace.
Symbolizing soothing, flowing water, the WATERSPACE collection integrates natural tones,
undulating textured wood finishes and a curved design theme for a complete sense of balance
and tranquility.

Joan Lao Design Studio: Barcelona, Spain

“The concept for the new collection is water for life – to define the value of water for people and
its importance in the bathroom,” said Joan Lao, designer of WATERSPACE. “A large percentage
of the earth, three quarters, is water. Human beings are 60 percent water, and water therapies
are more and more commonplace. I like the idea of enhancing such an important place for
people.”
- more -

The WATERSPACE collection is offered in two earthy, textured wood finishes evoke fluid motion:
Drift Gray and Ebo Gray. Available in 10", 20" and 30" tall sizes, the wall-hung vanity is
remarkable for its curved door design which includes two soft-close doors with finger pulls, with
GRASS hardware that opens 90 degrees. The 30" vanity can be wall-hung or floor standing with
an optional stainless steel leg base finished in Antique Bronze or Brushed Nickel.
Luxurious sinktops are offered in Pietra Gray marble, Carrara White marble, Nero Marquina
marble or white ceramic with matching stone (or ceramic) drain cover. Each natural stone sinktop,
carved from a single block, is one of a kind and may vary in color and veining. The masterful
stonework and refined ceramic basintops are created in Ronbow’s own facilities.

WATERSPACE from left to right: 1) Wall hung vanity cabinet base with stone sinktop, LED mirror
and wall cabinet with unique curved wood door design. 2) WATERSPACE vanity combination with
optional stainless steel leg base, vanity cabinet base with curved theme incorporated into door
design and sinktop. 3) Sleek marble sinktop in Nero Marquina with matching drain cover.

“While bathroom suites typically focus on squares and rectangles, WATERSPACE embraces
natural curves and shapes,” said Stuart Stanton, executive vice president at Ronbow. "The result
is a visionary design from Joan Lao that truly breaks the mold.”
Matching WATERSPACE components include LED mirror cabinets, LED mirrors and wall
cabinets. The 20" touch-activated LED mirror cabinets illuminate from the mirrors’ front sides and
include a fixed glass shelf, two mirrors (exterior door front, interior door back) and push-open
hardware. The 20" touch-activated LED mirrors are offered in square or round shapes and
provide illumination around the entire face.
Finally, the 59" tall wall cabinet includes one soft-close door with GRASS hardware with finger
pull and four fixed wood shelves. The Drift Gray version includes Antique Bronze stainless steel
shelf rails, and the Ebo Gray version includes Brushed Nickel stainless steel shelf rails.

WATERSPACE from left to right: 1) Wall hung vanity cabinet base with unique curved doors.
Luxurious sinktop available in the following finishes: Pietra Gray marble, Nero Marquina marble,
Carrara White marble and White ceramic with matching drain cover. 2) Wall cabinet with curved
Brushed Nickel stainless steel shelf rails.
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®

About Ronbow
®
For over a decade, Ronbow has been a leading global manufacturer and distributor of luxurious
bathroom furnishings. Known for their crafting of furniture and ceramics, with a keen attention to
detail, Ronbow selects the highest-quality hardwood and materials, putting each furniture piece
through a rigorous 10-step finishing process that is finalized with a comprehensive assembly
process. From rich traditional to classic contemporary and refined European collections, Ronbow
offers a multitude of styles and finishes to complement any design aesthetic. Their new Signature
Series features collections by some of the world’s leading design professionals, including Phoenix
Design, Kurz Kurz Design, Pininfarina, Ora Ito and Matteo Thun & Antonio Rodriguez. Ronbow
provides a variety of configurations, sizes and materials to inspire a unique, personalized
experience. For more information on Ronbow, please visit www.ronbow.com
About Joan Lao
Lao believes in the power of objects, their personality and their spirit. Born in Barcelona, Spain, in
1962, Lao has been an icon of design for many years. He is internationally known for his ability to
perform at different levels of design, primarily working in the sphere concept. His designs have a
unique quality; they create an immediate and lasting emotional response – a reaction that
responds to the sincerity of his designs. His projects are fascinating for the coherence of their
approaches and the sensation of inner harmony that radiates. His work has been recognized with
numerous awards.
For additional information and to arrange an interview with Joan Lao, please contact David
Schlocker at DRS and Associates: (818) 981-8210 davidrs@drsandassociates.com
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